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Editor’s Note: This is a good brief introduction to the
concept of energy medicine, how it works through energy fields
through vibration and frequency and how fields interact with
each other. We will see in future articles how this energy is
being directed, through such instrumentalities such as tuning
forks, singing bowls, and low frequency bioacoustic
frequencies earmarked for each client’s particular
“bioacoustic” need in order to bring their bodies into harmony
and equilibrium with their environment.
The Energy Medicine paradigm is based on understanding the
dynamics of life energy in relation to health and well-being.
The fundamental principle of Energy Medicine is that an
underlying energy field generates physical, emotional, and
mental behaviors or symptoms. If we change the energy field,
the physical, emotional, and mental behaviors will also
change.
To understand what an energy field is we must first clarify
the concept of wholes. The branch of modern science dedicated
to understanding wholes is called General Systems. Within the
general systems paradigm there are wholes and greater wholes
that contain those wholes. For example, a school can be a
whole school which is contained within the whole of a
community which is contained within the whole of a county

which is contained within the whole of a state, and so on.
Cymatics is a general systems study of sound developed by the
late Dr. Hans Jenny, M.D. of Basel Switzerland. Dr. Jenny
performed his Cymatic experiments by putting substances such
as sand, fluid, and powder on a metal plate. The plate was
then attached to an oscillator, a device that produces
vibrations. (They are also called vibrators. A massage
vibrator is a simple oscillator.)
The oscillator is controlled by a frequency generator capable
of producing thousands of different vibrations or sounds. By
turning a dial on the frequency generator Dr. Jenny could
cause the plate to vibrate the sand or fluid on it at
different frequencies.
Dr. Jenny found that when he turned the dial of the frequency
generator he could instantly change the vibrations moving
through the plate. He could then observe the effects of
different vibrations on different substances. When Dr. Jenny
watched the sand or other substances on the metal plate
organize into different patterns he could also hear the sound
produced by the oscillator. If he were to lightly touch the
plate he could feel the vibration in his fingertips.
Dr. Jenny immediately observed three fundamental principles at
work in the vibratory field on the plate. He wrote, “Since the
various aspects of these phenomena are due to vibration, we
are confronted with a spectrum which reveals a patterned,
figurative formation at one pole and kinetic-dynamic processes
at the other, the whole being generated and sustained by its
essential periodicity.”
What Dr. Jenny is saying is that one can hear the sound as a
wave; he calls this the pole of kinetic-dynamic process. One
can see the geometric pattern the sound creates in the plate;
he calls this the pole of “patterned-figurative formation”.
And if Dr. Jenny were to touch the plate and feel the plate

vibration he would call this the generating pole of “essential
periodicity”.
When we view these Cymatic pictures we are “seeing sounds” and
their geometry.
Read more here
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